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Cognitive control permits us to make decisions about abstract actions, such as whether to e-mail versus call a friend, and to

select the concrete motor programs required to produce those actions, based on our goals and knowledge. The frontal lobes are

necessary for cognitive control at all levels of abstraction. Recent neuroimaging data have motivated the hypothesis that the

frontal lobes are organized hierarchically, such that control is supported in progressively caudal regions as decisions are made

at more concrete levels of action. We found that frontal damage impaired action decisions at a level of abstraction that was

dependent on lesion location (rostral lesions affected more abstract tasks, whereas caudal lesions affected more concrete

tasks), in addition to impairing tasks requiring more, but not less, abstract action control. Moreover, two adjacent regions were

distinguished on the basis of the level of control, consistent with previous functional magnetic resonance imaging results.

These results provide direct evidence for a rostro-caudal hierarchical organization of the frontal lobes.

The function of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is closely associated with
cognitive control or the ability of humans and other primates to
internally guide behavior in accordance with goals, plans and broader
contextual knowledge1–18. Consider the simple example of entering a
colleague’s office and finding a place to sit down. On a daily basis, in
one’s own office, the chair behind the desk is the appropriate seat. In
another’s office, however, we easily select the chair in front of the desk
as being the socially appropriate choice. Overcoming a habitual
tendency in order to coordinate behavior with an abstract social rule
is an example of cognitive control.

From one perspective, cognitive control mechanisms operate
through a process of biased competition, whereby maintenance of a
distributed neural representation of the task context (colleague’s office)
configures processing throughout the action system to bias selection of
an appropriate behavior (sit in the chair in front of the desk) over a
competing one (sit in the chair behind the desk)8,19–21. The frontal
lobes are thought to be centrally involved in coding such contextual
representations to provide internal control over action14,22,23. However,
the functional organization of the frontal lobe remains unknown.
Although it is widely believed that separate frontal regions support
distinct forms of control, there is little evidence to date of double
dissociations in lateral frontal cortex and no evidence in human
patients4. Thus, a fundamental goal in cognitive neuroscience is to
characterize the functional organization of frontal cortex that supports
the control of action.

Control of action can involve abstract goals, such as deciding
whether to e-mail or call a friend, as well as the concrete
motor programs required to carry out these abstract goals, such as
selecting the appropriate sequence of keystrokes to type an e-mail

greeting17,24–26. Thus, computational models of cognitive control and
of complex action have often included hierarchical architectures that
represent such actions at different levels of abstraction24–27. Consistent
with the concept of hierarchically arrayed levels of control, neuroima-
ging studies have repeatedly demonstrated differences in functional
activation along the rostro-caudal axis of lateral frontal cortex, ranging
from dorsal premotor cortex (PMd; BBrodmann area 6/8) to lateral
frontal polar cortex (Brodmann area 10), such that more anterior
regions were associated with progressively more abstract action control
further removed from the selection of a concrete motor response28–31.
Across these previous studies, abstraction has been defined in different,
although not necessarily mutually exclusive, ways32. Some have sug-
gested that posterior regions are more sensitive to domain distinctions,
such as spatial versus object, whereas more anterior regions are not18,33.
Others propose that progressively anterior regions coordinate action
over longer time scales and so can maintain action representations and
mediate action contingencies over longer temporal gaps7,34. Still others
have proposed that progressively anterior regions maintain more
complex rules that choose a class of more specific, lower-level rules;
the lowest being the rule that specifies a motor responses28. For
example, the choice to write an e-mail is abstract relative to choices
about what words to put in the e-mail itself. Regardless of the specific
definition of abstraction, the data consistently demonstrate that more
rostral regions of frontal cortex are associated with progressively
abstract control demands and representations.

Some theorists further interpret these data as reflecting a hierarchical
organization of lateral frontal cortex, whereby control processes or
representations at a given locus in the frontal lobes are influenced by
more abstract control processing in ‘higher’, more anterior regions, but
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not in ‘lower’, more posterior regions. Such a hierarchical influence
could reflect the passing/summing of control signals from anterior to
posterior in the frontal lobe31, or the reduction of uncertainty at lower
levels by action pathways chosen at higher levels28 or by activating/
coordinating task sets among lower-order processors35–37. Anatomical
evidence suggests that there is an asymmetry in the corticocortical
connections in frontal cortex that could support such a processing
hierarchy38,39. Indirect evidence from effective connectivity analysis of
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data also supports an
asymmetric anterior to posterior flow of influence31,35–37. However, the
neuroimaging data cannot be conclusive on this point. Indeed, some
perspectives can account for a rostro-caudal functional gradient
without a requirement that the processing architecture be
hierarchical11,29,40,41. Thus, a fundamental issue to resolve is whether
the observed rostro-caudal gradient reflects a hierarchical or nonhier-
archical organization of function32.

An anterior-to-posterior flow of control processing in the frontal
lobes predicts that performance on tasks involving higher-order control
should be impaired by disruptions to lower-order processors, even

when the higher-order processors are intact. However, the reverse
prediction should not hold. Performance should be unaffected for
tasks involving only intact lower-order processors when higher-order
processors are impaired. This hypothesized asymmetric pattern of
deficit cannot be directly tested with neurophysiological methods,
such as fMRI, electroencephalography or single-unit recording. Rather,
it requires a lesion method that leads to isolated disruption of specific
processors along the proposed hierarchical gradient.

To test the asymmetry hypothesis, we asked 12 individuals with focal
frontal lobe lesions and 24 age-matched controls to perform a set of
four response-selection tasks (Fig. 1a and Methods) that required
increasing levels of hierarchically ordered control to select a correct key-
press response. In other words, from the response to feature to
dimension to context task (Fig. 1b), the appropriate representations
to be selected increased in abstraction. To manipulate control in each of
the four response-selection tasks, there were low-, mid- and high-
competition conditions. These required either no selection (low) or
selection from two (mid) or four (high) candidate representations at a
given level of abstraction, respectively. For example, in the response task
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Figure 1 Trial events and task analysis of the four

response-selection tasks. (a) On each trial of the

response task, participants chose a response key

on the basis of the color of a presented square.

Competition conditions were low (one response),

mid (two alternative responses) and high (four

alternative responses). On each trial of the feature

task, the participant looked for a particular target
feature (for example, a mottled texture) based on

the color of the square. They made a positive

response if the target feature was presented and

a negative response otherwise. Competition

conditions included one target feature (low), two

alternative target features (mid) or four alternative

target features (high). Logically, this manipulation

increases the number of sets of response

mappings from one to four. Thus, the number of

targets may be thought of as the number of

response sets. On each trial of the dimension and

context tasks, the participant decided whether two

objects matched along a particular dimension (for

example, shape) that was cued by the color of the

square. Dimension competition conditions were

one dimension (low), two alternative dimensions

(mid) or four alternative dimensions (high). During

the context experiment, there were always two

alternative dimensions, but competition was
introduced by decreasing the frequency with which

a given color mapped to a given dimension (low,

100%; mid, 50%; high, 25% mapping frequency).

Thus, by definition, from the first order through the

fourth order of the hierarchy, competition was

defined by the number of responses, targets,

dimensions and mappings, respectively. (b) A task

analysis depicts the nested hierarchical

relationship in control demands (columns) among

the four tasks (rows). Color-coding highlights

conditions for which competition at the response

(blue), feature (yellow), dimension (green) or

context (red) levels was present. Thus, this table

indicates how control demands at different levels

accumulate as each level of contingency is added

in each task. Also, note that the low-competition

condition of each task is equivalent in control

demands to the mid condition of the task one level
subordinate. Finally, the red outline highlights the

conditions permitting a crossover interaction.
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(first order of abstraction), participants selected a response on the basis
of a learned mapping with a color cue presented on each trial.
Competition increased as participants went from having no choice
(one response, low) to having two (mid) or four (high) responses to
choose from. As the hierarchical rank of the tasks increased from
response to feature to dimension to context (Fig. 1b), the mid- and
high-competition conditions of each task required selection of a more
abstract representation than the task ranked below it, and so demanded
higher-order control. For example, rather than only requiring selection
of a response on the basis of a learned mapping (the response task), the
mid- and high-competition conditions of the feature task (second-
order control) required selection of a set of response mappings over
other competitor sets. This logic was carried up four levels of abstrac-
tion across the four tasks.

In the low-selection condition of each task, competition was set
equivalent to that of the mid-competition condition of the task ranked
immediately below it (this logic is spelled out explicitly in Fig. 1b). For
example, the low-competition condition of the feature task (Fig. 1b)
required selection from among two responses, but from only one
response set (defined on the basis of the target). Thus, the control
demands for this condition were identical to the mid-competition
condition of the response task, which also required selection from two
responses, but from only one response set (Fig. 1b). In contrast, the
mid- and high-competition conditions of the feature task required the
selection of a response set from two or four candidate response sets,
respectively. Thus, the low-competition condition provides an estimate
of the contribution of lower-order control demands. Moreover, com-
parison of the mid- and high- with the low-competition condition
provides within-task control for superficial differences between the
tasks themselves.

Using fMRI, we previously demonstrated that the hierarchical level
of control in these tasks determines the locus of activation along

the rostro-caudal axis of lateral frontal cortex, with response,
feature, dimension and context control being associated with PMd
(BBrodmann area 6, Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard:
x ¼ –30, y ¼ –10, z ¼ 68), anterior PMd/posterior PFC (pre-PMd,
BBrodmann area 8, MNI: x ¼ �38, y ¼ 10, z ¼ 34), inferior frontal
sulcus (IFS, BBrodmann area 45, MNI: x ¼ �50, y ¼ 26, z ¼ 24;
Brodmann area 9/46, MNI: x ¼ �52, y ¼ 28, z ¼ 38) and frontal
polar cortex (BBrodmann area 10, MNI: x ¼ �36, y ¼ 50, z ¼ 6),
respectively28. In contrast, the parametric increase in competition (low,
mid and high) was associated with a corresponding increase in
activation only at the frontal locus supporting that level of control28.

Depending on the site of damage to the frontal lobe, individuals with
lesions should be impaired for the mid- and high-competition condi-
tions at the level of abstraction at which disruption of control has
occurred and all conditions of tasks at more abstract levels, despite
having intact control processors at these levels. In contrast, individuals
with lesions should perform normally on the low-competition condi-
tion of the impaired level and all conditions of tasks at lower levels. In
this study, we tested this hypothesis most directly for two hierarchical
levels. Specifically, we tested that a lesion to pre-PMd should impair
performance on the mid- and high-competition conditions of the
feature task and all conditions of the dimension and context tasks
because these all require a second order of control. However, this lesion
should not impair performance on any condition of the response task
or the low condition of the feature task because these only require a first
order of control. In contrast, a lesion to IFS should impair performance
on the mid- and high-competition conditions of the dimension task
and all conditions of the context task because these all require a third
order of control. However, such a lesion should not impair perfor-
mance on any condition of the response or feature task or the low
condition of dimension task because these only require first and second
orders of control. Such a pattern of results would be direct evidence for
hierarchy in the frontal lobe.

RESULTS

In general, individuals with frontal lesions demonstrated increasingly
poor performance as demands on control increased in abstraction
across the four experiments (F3,27 ¼ 10.6, Po 0.0001; Fig. 2a). Post hoc
contrasts demonstrated that this interaction was partially derived from
reliable increases in reaction time for the conflict conditions (mid and
high) of response to feature to dimension to context tasks (F 4 6.4,
Po 0.05). Differences in error rates between patients and controls also
followed an increasing pattern (F3,27 ¼ 5.2, Po 0.05; see Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1 online). However, because sources of error were more
variable, our analysis focused on correct trial reaction time.

The increasing difference in reaction time between patients and
controls across tasks could reflect control deficits in two ways:
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patients and controls grew as higher-order control was required (* P o 0.05,
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higher-order control demands could increasingly challenge all patients,
regardless of the site of their lesion, and so their performance could
become differentially impaired as the task complexity increases, or
deficits in higher-level tasks will be more likely across patients, regard-
less of the site of their lesion, than deficits at lower level tasks because of
the asymmetric dependencies predicted by hierarchy, and so the larger
deficits would reflect this aggregate likelihood. In the latter case, then
the presence of an impairment at any level should increase the
likelihood of an impairment at all higher levels, but should not increase
the odds of an impairment at a lower level. This can be expressed
as the change over the prior probability of a deficit at any level of
the hierarchy, p(D), when the probability of a deficit is conditioned
on a deficit at any lower level, p(D|L), versus a deficit at any higher
level, p(D|H).

A deficit was assigned for a task if a patient’s average performance on
mid/high conflict conditions was at least 2 s.d. worse than that of age-
matched controls. The probability of a deficit on any task, p(D), was
62% across the patients. Although there was a quantitative increase in
the frequency of deficits as tasks required higher levels of control
(Fig. 2b), these deficit frequencies were not reliably different across
tasks (F¼ 1.2). Notably, however, the probability of a deficit at any level
given a deficit at a lower level, p(D|L), was 91% across patients, which
was significantly different from p(D) (Bayes factor (posterior odds/
prior odds) ¼ 6.7). In contrast, the probability of a deficit at any level
given a deficit at a higher level, p(D|H), was only 76%, which was a
weak change over the prior probability (Bayes factor ¼ 2.0). Notably,
these results were not dependent on the 2 s.d. criterion for a deficit (see

Supplementary Table 1 online). This asym-
metry provides initial support for hierarchical
dependencies among deficits at the different
levels and the aggregation account of the
group data.

Next, we considered whether these hier-
archical deficit dependencies were related to
the locus of damage along the rostro-caudal
axis of the frontal lobes. An observer-
independent method assigned patients to
lesion overlap groups on the basis of their
behavioral performance across the four tasks.
Vectors were created that corresponded to the
idealized behavior of a patient with a selective
deficit at a particular hierarchical level, such
as response, feature, dimension or context
(Fig. 3a). These vectors served as regressors
in a multiple regression on each patient’s
reaction time differences from age-matched
controls across all conditions of all experi-
ments. The assumption of this multiple
regression approach is that if a patient has
damage encompassing more than one level of
control, then their behavioral profile will be
consistent with the linear sum of these two
deficit profiles. When the resulting partial
correlation coefficient associated with a
particular regressor was positive and signifi-
cant, favoring inclusion rather than exclusion
(Po 0.1), a patient was assigned to that lesion
overlap group.

The model assigned all but two of the lesion
patients to the feature or dimension groups
and one patient was assigned to both. The

resulting lesion overlap maps clearly delineated adjacent, but separate,
foci of maximal overlap along the rostro-caudal axis of the PFC for the
feature versus dimension groups (Fig. 3b). The more caudal and dorsal
focus of lesion overlap in the feature group, approximately pre-PMd,
corresponds closely to the site of activation associated with the
parametric effect of feature conflict from fMRI of healthy participants28

(Fig. 3b). The more rostral and ventral focus of lesion overlap in the
dimension group, straddling the IFS, corresponds almost precisely to
the site of activation associated with the parametric effect of dimension
conflict from fMRI28 (Fig. 3b). The high degree of correspondence
between the fMRI and patient lesion overlap results provides strong
convergent support for the participation of these regions in cognitive
control at different levels of abstraction.

Consideration of the behavioral profiles of the feature and dimen-
sion groups indicated that there was a crossover interaction that
distinguishes the behavioral profiles of these two groups of patients
(Fig. 4a,b). The feature group was intact relative to controls through all
lower-level control conditions and the low-competition condition of
the feature task (F1,2 ¼ 4.8, Po 0.05). A deficit was evident for the mid
and high conditions of the feature task and all conditions of the
dimension and context tasks (Fig. 4a). In contrast, the dimension
group was intact through the low-conflict condition of the dimension
task, and deficient for the mid and high conditions of the dimension
task (F1,6 ¼ 49.9, P o 0.0001) and all conditions of the context task
(Fig. 4a). Excluding the one patient assigned to both groups, these
distinct profiles produced a crossover interaction between the feature
and dimension groups (F1,5 ¼ 15.3, P o 0.05; Fig. 4b,c).
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coding highlights the conditions for which deficits should emerge for patients with impairments in
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Arrows on slices are in the same position for precise comparison.
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It is notable that the mid-competition condition of the dimension
task for the feature group showed a smaller difference from controls
than the low- or high-competition conditions as a result of chance
variation (F1,2 ¼ 4.4, P ¼ 0.19). However, the crossover interaction is
not simply an artifact of this aspect of the experimental design. When
only data from the high- versus low-competition conditions across the
feature and dimension tasks were included in the analysis, the crossover
pattern was still evident and showed a strong trend (F1,5 ¼ 5.6,
P ¼ 0.06). Hence, the interaction does not appear to be restricted to
the mid-competition condition. Likewise, the crossover interaction
does not arise from a floor effect that obscures the differences between
the low-, mid- and high-competition conditions for the feature group.
Error rates across these conditions for the feature group were 16%
and reaction times across these conditions were 3,268 ms (range:
2,060–4,477 ms), well below the response deadline (15 s).

DISCUSSION

These results demonstrate that performance deficits across frontal
patients grow progressively worse as contingencies are added to an
action decision and cognitive control operates at higher orders of
abstraction. However, rather than deriving from a uniform pattern of
progressive deficit in each patient, this pattern is the result of an
asymmetric effect of a control deficit at a given level on higher-level
control tasks. Specifically, the site of damage resulting from stroke
along the rostro-caudal axis of the frontal lobes results in a deficit at a
predictable level of abstraction and in tasks requiring higher levels of
control, but leaves performance on tasks requiring only lower levels of
control intact.

The crossover interaction in behavioral per-
formance by the patients on the feature and
dimension tasks demonstrates that, although
the tasks themselves are not independent, the
control processors involved at each level of the
hierarchy are independent, consistent with
their spatial segregation. Specifically, feature-
deficit patients are impaired on the dimension
task not because they have difficulty deciding
which dimension is relevant to their match
decision (a third-order choice), but rather as a
result of the subsequent determination of a

response on the basis of the match relationship between the items
(second-order choice). We know this because when we subtracted an
estimate of the patients’ ability to make this response selection on the
basis of a match decision (the low-conflict dimension condition), there
was no difference from controls on this task. This subtraction only
works if the dimension processor can resolve conflict at the dimension
level independent of the state (damaged or healthy) of the lower-level
feature processor. As such, the data are consistent with a central property
of a hierarchy, namely that controllers at higher levels operate indepen-
dently from the status of lower-level processors. Thus, the reason that
the feature-deficit patients failed in the dimension task was because of a
feature-level deficit. However, the reason that the dimension-deficit
patients failed at the same dimension task was because of a dimension-
level deficit; they had difficulty deciding which dimension was relevant
to their match decision (a third-order choice). Conversely, to the extent
that higher-order control is not required by a task, lower-order
processors may operate independently of higher-order control, which
was evident in the intact performance of dimension patients on the
feature task. Thus, the dimension and feature processors are indepen-
dent, although the feature and dimension tasks themselves are not.

More broadly, the crossover interaction also provides rare direct
lesion evidence for the widely assumed heterogeneity of function in the
frontal lobes. For example, the crossover interaction may be consistent
with distinct functions that have previously been associated with
these regions across separate experiments related to conditional
selection of stimulus information in pre-PMd versus selection of
more abstract categorical information and high-level monitoring in
IFS/mid-dorsolateral PFC42–47.
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Figure 4 Performance of dimension and feature

patient groups. (a) The differences in reaction

time between patients and controls in the feature

(left) and dimension (right) groups are plotted

across competition conditions and tasks. Colored

shading highlights occurrences of a reliable

stepwise increase in a feature (yellow) or

dimension (green) control deficit (* P o 0.05).
(b) The differences in reaction time between

patients and controls in the feature (left) and

dimension (right) groups, excluding the one

patient that was categorized as having both

feature and dimension deficits, are plotted across

competition conditions and tasks. (c) The

differences from controls in the reaction time

change between conflict (mid/high) and

nonconflict (low) conditions of the feature (left)

and dimension (right) tasks are plotted for the

feature-only (blue) and dimension-only (red)

overlap groups. The crossover interaction supports

a double dissociation between these groups. All

error bars represent s.e.m.
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It is important to clarify that general difficulty, as in difficulty arising
from any cause, be it increased abstraction or another factor that makes
response times longer, cannot account for the results. Difficulty was
manipulated in two ways in this study, both of which result in reaction
time increases, but only one of which is related to the locus of damage
along the rostro-caudal axis. First, there was the level of abstraction
across the experiments, as additional contingencies were added to the
action decision. Second, there was the degree of competition at a given
level of contingency, which increased parametrically over three levels.
Both of these factors produced increases in reaction time. However, the
degree of abstraction was associated with the probability effects and the
regional differences in lesion overlap. This is similar to the results from
our previous fMRI experiment using this same task structure28 that
showed that the locus of activation along the rostro-caudal axis was
related to the degree of abstraction and not to the level of competition.
Instead, the level of competition selectively increased the amplitude of
the fMRI response in a given region, but did not determine which
region was activated along the rostro-caudal axis. Therefore, given that
we manipulated two types of difficulty and located these effects related
to only one, a single construct of difficulty cannot fully account for
these or our previous results.

It should also be clarified that the lesion overlap approach taken here
differs from other published approaches that define patient groups on
the basis of their lesion overlap and then assess any behavioral
differences48,49. Here, we defined our patient groups on the basis of a
behavioral deficit profile and then looked at the regions of overlap
among patients with a common profile. Although it is sometimes
difficult to predict the behavioral profile of a particular patient on the
basis of the location of their lesion, our results demonstrate that if a
patient has a particular behavioral profile, then there is some consis-
tency regarding the rostro-caudal locus of their lesion and how that
patient will perform on other tasks requiring higher or lower levels of
cognitive control.

Finally, our design does not address whether lower-order control
processors are differentially affected by impairments in higher-order
control when between-level interactions are required to complete a
task. For example, higher-order decisions could modulate the degree of
competition present at lower levels, as in constraining the number of
lower-level choices by choosing a higher-level path. Such a test will be
required to demonstrate that higher levels modulate lower levels, an
important prediction in a strong processing hierarchy. Moreover, there
may be feedback influences of lower-level on higher-level control. Our
findings suggest that hierarchy may be a fruitful framework in which to
understand frontal lobe architecture and systems-level processing and
motivate further study.

METHODS
Patients and controls. We recruited 11 patients (average 56.6 years, range 45–

73; 4 female) from the Northern California Veterans Administration Health

Care System. An additional patient was recruited, but was unable to perform

any of the tasks. Damage in all of the patients was caused by cerebral infarction

of the middle cerebral artery. Testing took place at least 6 months post-stroke.

The extent of damage was assessed from structural MRI or computed

tomography scans. Estimates were reconstructed on normalized templates by

an expert anatomist who was blind to patient performance and then digitized

to assess overlap. For visualization, digital masks were overlaid on a high-

resolution MNI canonical image using MRIcro (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/

rorden/mricro.html).

We enrolled 43 control participants (26 female) following screening for any

history of neurological or psychiatric disorder. The entire cohort of controls

ranged in age from 21 to 69 years. For each patient, controls were selected from

the cohort whose age was within 5 years of the lesion patient. From this

selection procedure, a subset of 24 controls (12 female, ages 41–69) was

included in the analysis. Patients and controls were thus matched for age

(average difference was �0.14 years, t10 ¼ 0.34) and years of education (average

difference was 2.1 years, t10 ¼ 2.1).

Patients and controls had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and normal

color vision, as verified by the Ishihara test for color deficiency. Informed

consent was obtained in accordance with procedures approved by the Com-

mittees for Protection of Human Subjects at the University of California,

Berkeley and the Northern California Veterans Administration Healthcare

System. Participants were paid for their participation in the study.

Behavioral tasks. Patients and controls were tested on a battery of four

response-selection tasks that were designed to test progressively higher degrees

of hierarchically ordered control (Fig. 1a). These tasks were adapted from our

previous fMRI experiment28.

In the response task, participants viewed a series of colored boxes that were

presented one at a time and selected a response on a keypad on the basis of the

box color. Competition increased with the number of alternative responses on a

given block of trials increasing from one (low) to two (mid) to four (high).

In the feature task, the series of colored boxes each contained a single object

that varied from trial to trial along one perceptual dimension (either texture or

orientation between subjects). The participants were required to decide

whether a particular target feature along that dimension (that is, a rough

texture) was presented on each trial. The participant made a positive response

on the keypad if the target feature was present and a negative response to any

other feature. The target feature that cued a positive response for a given trial

was itself cued by the color of the box. Competition increased with the number

of alternative target features for a given block of trials increasing from one (low)

to two (mid) to four (high).

In the dimension task, the series of colored boxes each contained two objects

that each varied along four dimensions (texture, shape, size and orientation)

from trial to trial. The participants were required to decide whether the objects

matched along only one of those dimensions on each trial. The relevant

dimension was cued by the colored box. Competition increased with the

number of alternative dimensions for a given block increasing from one (low)

to two (mid) to four (high).

The context task was identical in terms of the task instructions to the

dimension experiment, except that two dimensions were always relevant across

all blocked conditions. Moreover, in the context task, a given color cue could

map to different dimensions on different blocks (in the dimension task, a given

color always mapped to one dimension). Thus, in the context task, it is

necessary to use information about the current temporal frame (the current

block or the most recent instructions) to select the appropriate mapping for a

given color cue. Thus, competition was manipulated by varying the frequency

across blocks that a given color cue (the context) mapped to a specific

dimension. Certain color-to-dimension mappings were relevant for 100% of

the blocks in which that cue was encountered, other color-to-dimension

mappings were relevant for 50% of blocks in which that color was encountered

and other color-to-dimension mappings were relevant on only 25% of blocks in

which that color is encountered. In the latter two cases, determining which

color-to-dimension mapping is currently relevant required the selection of a

particular color-to-dimension mapping on the basis of the instructions of the

current block. In this way, as the frequency of a given color-to-dimension

mapping decreases, uncertainty or competition with other mappings increases

and so selection of the currently relevant mapping requires more control.

Design and experimental parameters. The four tasks were tested across 2–4

sessions for each participant. To control for mapping frequencies, the context

task was always performed first. The remaining three tasks were counter-

balanced for order across participants with the constraint that at least one

task (either feature or response) come before the performance of the

dimension task.

The response, dimension and context tasks included 192 trials and the

feature task included 186 trials. The response, feature and dimension tasks

consisted of six blocks, two of each competition condition (low, mid and high),

counterbalanced for order across participants. In the context task, there were 12

short blocks that permitted manipulation of mapping frequencies from low to
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mid to high across blocks. The order of blocks, cycled twice, was two blocks of

low-competition conditions, followed by two blocks of high-competition

conditions, and finally by two blocks of mid-competition conditions. This

fixed order was provided so that participants could take advantage of order as

an additional cue for selecting the appropriate color-to-dimension mapping.

The low, high and mid order was used to decouple fatigue or practice effects

from the parametric manipulation of competition.

Individual trials in all experiments were self-paced up to a limit of 15 s.

However, all participants were encouraged to respond as quickly and as

accurately as possible on every trial. The specific color mappings, responses

and objects used in the tasks were counterbalanced across subjects and two

color sets were used to minimize confusion between tasks. Where applicable in

each experiment, color cue, response, feature and dimension switches were

controlled for frequency across blocks of each condition. All combinations of

colors and features in the feature experiment and colors and shapes in the

dimension and context experiments were controlled across competition and

switching conditions.

Prior to performing each task, patients and controls were shown all the color

mappings that they would encounter for that task, one block at a time. The

mappings were covered and the participants were quizzed verbally. They then

performed two practice blocks with the mapping set that they had just

memorized. In the first practice block, the relevant mappings were available

at the top of the screen, if a reminder was needed. The second practice block

was identical to the experimental setting.

Data analysis. Median reaction time was obtained for each participant from

correct trials. In cases in which a control subject performed greater than 2 s.d.

above the mean reaction time of the entire control cohort (n ¼ 43) or if their

error rates were at chance for a given condition, that participant was excluded

from the group average for that particular task.

We conducted a deficit probability analysis to determine the change over the

prior probability of a deficit at any level, p(D), given a deficit at a lower, p(D|L),

and at a higher, p(D|H), level. First, the patient and control data were linearly

corrected for simple motor speed by subtracting the reaction time for the

response task low-competition condition from all other reaction times. This

provides a measure of simple reaction time and estimates speed in the absence

of cognitive control. The average reaction times of the mid and high conditions

of each task were calculated for the patients and then standardized to a Z score

on the basis of the matched control distribution. For standardized scores

greater than 2 s.d., the corresponding task was coded as being deficient. For

example, if the average reaction time for the mid and high conditions of the

dimension task was 2 s.d. above the mean of controls for a particular patient,

then this patient was listed as having a deficit at the dimension level. These

deficit counts were then used to calculate the following probabilities: the

probability of a deficit at each level, p(Response), p(Feature), p(Dimension)

and p(Context), the base rate probability of a deficit at any level, p(D), the

conditional probability of a deficit at any level given a deficit at a lower level,

p(D|L), and the conditional probability of a deficit at any level given a deficit at

a higher level, p(D|H). The Bayes factor is the ratio of the posterior odds to the

prior odds. The convention is that a Bayes factor less than 3 is considered to be

negligible, a factor between 3 and 10 is substantial or implies supportive

evidence, and a factor above 10 is considered to be strong evidence50. This

analysis was also conducted for deficit criteria ranging from 1–2.5 s.d. (see

Supplementary Table 1).

We used an observer-independent overlap method to assign patients to

lesion overlap groups on the basis of their behavioral performance across the

tasks. Regressors were created that reflected the predicted deficits for patients in

each of the four groups, response, feature, dimension and context (Fig. 3a).

These predictions derived from the hierarchy hypothesis and made three

assumptions: conditions that include competition only at levels below the level

of deficit will be intact, performance at the level of deficit will be worse

depending on the degree of competition at that level (thus, performance will

get parametrically worse with parametric increases in competition) and

performance on conditions that include competition at higher levels will

also be impaired.

These prediction vectors were then included in a multiple regression.

Patients who had a reliable and positive partial correlation coefficient were

included in a particular overlap group. A lenient threshold was used for

inclusion (P o 0.1) to include as many patients as possible in the overlap

maps. Overlap masks were created using MRIcro on the basis of the normalized

lesion masks generated for each patient. The mask of one patient with a right-

sided lesion was mirror flipped to permit its comparison with the left sided

lesions of the other patients in the group. Behavioral averages from the group

assignments, after excluding the one subject included in both groups, were used

to compute the behavioral crossover interaction.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website.
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